Partyfield Sound Policy
Since starting Partyfield in 2010 we have battled
constantly to provide a sound system that delivers good
quality and a decent level of sound to keep our clients
happy, and yet at the same time is not to bass heavy,
which would travel for miles and upset our neighbours. It
has been an exceptionally challenging scenario, and in
trying to find the perfect balance we have had a few
hiccups, but we are now confident we have the correct
system in place to keep everyone happy.
We use a funktion one full range system provided by
Audiofeed, which is limited to 92 db. This works well in
the marquee and provides enough range for most Dj’s
and dance music lovers. Friday’s we are licensed to
have amplified music playing from 12pm until 12am and
Saturdays 12pm until 1am. If you want to carry the party
on after the main system has been turned off we
recommend you go for the late night chill out tent. It has
a block rocker iPod dock, and is set up in a smaller
marquee in a bunker in the woods. This option is great if
you have children and guests at your event which won’t
be awake too late and won’t want to be kept up all night.
Live bands can play from 12pm until 7pm on Friday and
Saturday. We insist on these times for bands because
they generate considerably more noise than DJ’s etc. If
you are having bands you will require a sound engineer
for the time the bands are playing (This is a condition of
us allowing bands and will improve the experience for
you and your guests, please see our contacts page for
sound engineers).
Our system specification is listed in the prices section
and includes 24hr assistance from the team at

Audiofeed. The band package includes desk and in ear
monitors and everything you will need, except lighting.
Please book the band package through us as it includes
compatible high end equipment and again back up from
a local reliable supplier and you will have peace of mind
everything will be there for you.
1. If you have live music being played by bands at your
event you will need to discuss the following with them.
We do not allow anyone to use additional equipment on
our site and insist that all bands play through the
equipment we provide. Please ensure any artists are
aware of this.
2. Our steward will monitor the site with a Db meter
when live acts are playing, please respect their
decision’s.
Our marquee has been lined with an acoustic barrier, we
have realised that having the sides closed at night helps
considerably with containing the music. In the day time
we allow the side of the marquee to be opened which
allows everyone to sit outside to watch and feel
connected to the bands and dj’s, and depending on the
night and the levels etc the stewards will at some point
reinstate the sides of the marquee, this not only contains
the sound it also forces people into the marquee which
is good to get everyone in and dancing and the
atmosphere of your event.
Everything above is from years of doing events at
Partyfield and trying to give you the best possible
experience, we do have regular events and it is
imperative to keep everyone happy and not to
jeopardise our business. We have had numerous
amazing parties and festivals, and employing our

policies ensures the future of Partyfield for everyone.
Your cooperation and respect is appreciated.

